Abstract-With the continuing advances of VLSI-technology, multiple layer channel routing has become increasingly important. A new n-layer gridless channel router is presented. Instead of the commonly employed grid it uses a set of contours as routing framework. The contours together with a set of reserved areas prevent short circuits and ensure routability of all nets. A compact routing can he expected since the framework is a very adequate model of the physical channel. We will show that it is also versatile enough to handle the classic vertical constraint problem. The inherent flexibility enables a design rule driven tradeoff between the number of vias, the wire length, and the channel height. The behavior of the algorithm has been investigated for many different channels, among which the well-known "difficult example" and its recent derivatives. Very competitive results have been achieved for channel height as well as the via count.
I. INTRODUCTION HE CHANNEL routing problem has been studied ex-T tensively over the past decade. In various VLSI design styles such as standard cell, macro-cell, or even seaof-gates the routing area is decomposed into a number of channels. Near optimality , reliability, and efficiency are the main reasons for the popularity of the channel router today. More general detailed routers cannot cope with the complexity of the wiring problem.
Traditional channel routers use a grid matrix as the representation of the routing area. A very wide variety of grid-based routing algorithms have been published [ 111, 161, [18] , [15] , 111, many of which produce (close to) optimal results within this routing framework. Unfortunately, the discrete grid model of the routing area has a number of serious drawbacks.
1) The pitch of the grid is determined by the worst-case spacing requirement over all layers. With different design rules for each layer and with bulky vias this usually leads to a considerable waste of area.
2) A uniform wire width is required. Critical nets (e.g., power and clock) have to be treated separately.
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[ 171, or compaction of the channel 151, [ 131, 131. To evade the terminal alignment constraint a virtual grid 1141, [12] and "gridding" the terminals by river routing 121, [13] have been proposed. Some of these "hidden-grid" routers obtained the unjustified appellation gridless. Only by abandoning the grid framework completely can the drawbacks be avoided. Although grid-free approaches to twoand three-layer channel routing have been published, multiple layer channel routing has remained the exclusive domain of the grid framework until now.
Many gridless variable-width channel routers (e.g., [4] , [8] , [ 161) identify two-terminal wire segments, called trunks. Using a weighted constraint graph the trunks are ordered such that the channel height is minimized while the vertical constraints are obeyed. Finally, the trunks are converted into physical wires by a special purpose compactor. This symbolic routing framework is, of course, an inaccurate representation, the disadvantages of which must be compensated by the compactor. Vertical constraints pose another problem. In the grid framework, for each pair of "facing" terminals at most one vertical constraint is introduced because of the alignment in columns. For gridless routers the terminals are not required to align, which inevitably leads to additional vertical constraints. On !he symbolic (trunk) level the resulting cyclic vertical constraints are hard to break. In the approach presented here we attempt to bring the algorithm "closer to silicon" by using a set of contours directly as the routing framework. More physical details of the channel can be taken into account in this way. The contour framework is also flexible enough to prevent most vertical constraints.
Our basic approach is to stack wires on top of each other. The nets are routed one at a time by a procedure which we called net router. It wraps the wires tightly around the contours to minimize the channel height. The contour framework and the net router will be discussed in Sections IV and V, respectively. In Section VI we will describe the scheduler which determines the order in which the nets are routed. It has an important role in handling cyclic vertical constraints. When the routing of all nets has been completed, the top side of the channel (including its pile of wires) is shifted as close as possible towards the bottom side. Finally the redundant wire jogs are removed by a wire straightening post-processor. This algorithm and other additions will be discussed in Section VII.
0278-0070/90/1200-1278$01 .OO 0 1990 IEEE 11. PROBLEM FORMULATION To make the discussion easier we assume that the routing area is a horizontal channel. The bottom and top boundaries of the channel can be irregularly shaped and their vertical offset is adjustable. Terminals can be specified at arbitrary positions on the horizontal edges of the bottom and top channel boundaries and at "floating" positions on the left and right boundaries. Each terminal can have any width and can be in any layer. A set of nets N = { N , } , i = 1, * * * , n is provided to specify the connectivity of the terminals. The wire width of each net in each of the layers is given.
The problem of channel routing is to complete the routing of all nets such that the following parameters are kept small: the channel height; the number of vias; the total wire length.
Minimizing the channel height is still the main objective. Currently the via count has gained in importance because the yield of most production processes depends primarily on this parameter.
DESIGN RULES
There are m ( m 2 2 ) layers available for wiring. A layer is said to be horizontal if the orientation of the wires is mainly along the fixed boundaries of the channel. In a vertical layer the wires are mainly used to cross the channel. Within certain limits wires in the vertical direction are allowed in a horizontal layer and vice versa. A scheme of alternating horizontal and vertical layers is presumed (e.g., for three-layer routing either the HVH-or the VHVtype can be chosen).
In a conventional channel router the grid incorporates all process dependent parameters. For our more down-toearth gridless router, however, the process design rules play a more intricate role in the routing process. We distinguish the following relevant design rule parameters.
1) SPI
the minimum spacing in layer I;
2) WDI (i ) the (user-specified) wire width of net i in layer 1; 3 ) VIAII, 12 ( i ) the total width of the contact hole pattern of net i in layer 1 1 , given that it connects the layers 11 and 12. Vias exist only between adjacent layers.
It is assumed that no additional design rule constraints exist between layers. In this description we also assume that the orientation of all wire segments is rectilinear.
IV. ROUTING FRAMEWORK The routing framework must provide the limits within which a new wire can be laid. It should prevent short circuits and design rule violations. It must also ensure that routing a net does not make other nets unroutable. Basically we reduce the two dimensions of the routing area into the 1; dimensions of a curved contour. During the routing process the channel will be split into a top part and a bottom part, each of which is a more or less independent environment. Routing can take place on both sides of the channel independently since the height of the channel is adjustable.
I . Contours
We define a contour as a set of line segments shielding the upper limit of previously laid wires in a layer. It can be seen as a "protective cover" for existing wires. Future wires will have to be laid at minimum spacing SPL from the contour.
We make a fundamental distinction between horizontal and vertical layers. In a vertical layer two contours are used on each side of the channel (see Fig. 1 ).
1) The bottom contour covers the wires touching the boundary on this side of the channel. If a wire crosses to the opposite side of the channel, the contour around it will bend up to "infinity." Future wires in the corresponding layer are not allowed to pass this contour obstacle. Initially the bottom contour is wrapped around the channel boundary.
2) The top contour is wrapped around wires coming from the opposite side of the channel and ending above the bottom contour. Each top contour is initialized as a single horizontal line spanning the entire length of the channel and of which the height is "infinite."
A new wire in a vertical layer must be placed between the bottom and top contours. It will be blocked if the spacing between the contours is too small. In this way "forbidden" intervals can be introduced.
In horizontal layers only one contour is used on each side of the channel: the bottom contour. Part of our strategy to ensure 100% completion is to require that the contour in a horizontal layer does not contain any unpassable obstacles (that is, forbidden intervals). In this way any pair of two horizontal positions in the channel can always be reached by a single continuous wire in a horizontal layer. A wire in a horizontal layer may not cross to the opposite side of the channel since this would introduce a forbidden interval.
Territories
Short circuits with previously routed nets are prevented by the contour framework. To ensure the routability of the still unrouted nets a territory is allocated around each terminal. The territory of a terminal is a column-shaped area which is just wide enough for a via and of infinite height. It is only valid in a vertical layer on the same side of the channel as the terminal itself. Wires of other nets in this layer are not allowed to enter the territory until the terminal has been routed. The dashed lines in the example channel in Fig. 2 indicate the territory boundaries of the terminals of net 4. Since we do not allow a horizontal layer to contain forbidden intervals the terminals in horizontal layers obtain a territory in one of the adjacent ver- If the spacing between each pair of adjacent temtories is at least SPI all terminals can be connected to a wire in a horizontal layer, which guarantees routability . We will later show how to deal with the terminal spacing constraint emerging from territory overlap.
V. NET ROUTER
The nucleus of this sequential contour router is the algorithm that connects the terminals of a single net to one another. It consists of three parts. First a wire interval graph is constructed. From the contours and the territories a set of horizontal intervals can be derived in which a wire of the net could be laid without causing design rule violations or unroutability of nets later on. The idea is to capture the adjacencies of these intervals in a graph containing all possible topological paths of the wire. Using the wire interval graph as framework a global router determines roughly the path of the wire. The weights of the edges in the graph enable a tradeoff between the number of vias, the channel height, and the wire length in each of the layers. Finally, the detailed router generates the actual wires based on the path in the wire interval graph.
Wire Interval Graph
The goal is to make the wire interval graph Gi ( Vi, E, ) an as accurate as possible representation of the free wiring intervals for net i . The free area is limited by contour obstacles in the channel and by territories of other nets. Contour obstacles occur if the spacing between a pair of bottom and top contours is too small to place the wire without causing design rule violations. More formally, a wire of net i is not allowed in those (horizontal) intervals where the (vertical) spacing between the pair of contours is smaller than
We define:
to be the set of forbidden intervals for which the spacing is too small on side of the channel and in layer.
The territories of other (still unrouted) terminals also introduce forbidden intervals. We declare TJ to be the set of intervals protected by the temtories of net j . Obviously, ? = @ if net j has already been routed. The intervals of
Tside. layer { .I E N I i # i I are the forbidden areas caused by territories on side of the channel and in layer. It is the union of the territories of all other unrouted nets.
Removing all forbidden intervals from the channel yields the gross free space of net i : F ; $ , e s 3 1 ay er (i ) = Cside.layer ( i ) n p i d e . l a y e r ( i ) .
At this point the minimum spacing between an obstacle and the wire has not yet been taken into account. The net free space Faide,layer( i ) is derived from the gross free space by shrinking both bounds of each interval by Splayer and deleting those intervals of which the resulting width is smaller than WDlayer( i ). This set contains the intervals within which layout patterns for net i can be placed on top of the contour. Let F ( i ) be the set of all free intervals in all layers.
The wire interval graph Gi ( Vi, E; ) is constructed by determining the adjacencies of the intervals. With each interval of F ( i ) a set of vertices in Gj ( Vi, E, ) will be associated. We also assign an x-position within the corresponding interval of F ( i ) to each vertex U E V I . One of the ways to obtain the wire interval graph from F ( i ) is shown in the following and is illustrated in Figs. 
3-6.
Wire Interval Graph Construction 1) Represent each interval in F ( i ) by a pair of connected vertices. The edge between the two vertices corresponds to a horizontal wire. 2) Find the set of horizontal overlap intervals ( i ) @id', layer I -layer 2 ( i ) = F s i d e , layer 1 ( ) n ~s i d e . l a y e r 2 for all pairs of adjacent layers and on both sides of the channel. For each of these intervals insert two pairs of connected vertices in the graph: one pair for each end of the overlap interval. Of a vertex pair one vertex is assigned to the corresponding interval of ( i ) , the other to the interval of ( i ). The edge between them represents a possible location for a via. If the size of the overlap interval is too small for a via no vertex pair will be generated. for all vertical layers. For each of these intervals generate two pairs of connected vertices. The pairs are placed at opposite sides of the overlap interval. Of a vertex pair one vertex is assigned to the corresponding interval of F t o p . l a y e r ( i ), the other to the ( i ). The edge between them represents a possible location for a wire to cross the channel. No vertex pair will be generated if the size of an overlap interval is too small for a wire Only one connection per set of electrically equivalent terminals is required. These terminals could also serve as "feedthrough" to shorten the paths to other terniinals of the net. This property can be represented adequately by zero-weight edges between the vertices of electrically equivalent terminals.
4)

Global Routing
The global routing of a net i is performed on its wire interval graph GI ( V I , E , ) . An edge in this graph may represent a via, a horizontal or a vertical wire segment. A number of heuristics can be applied to determine the weights of the edges in this graph. For instance, the weight can depend on the following factors:
an estimate of the wire length in combination with the resistance in the layer; the amount of crosstalk we allow between wires in adjacent layers; the amount in which the wire will contribute to the critical path for the channel height. The wiring density can be spread evenly over all layers by adjusting QQ..
I
. . The weight parameters can be tuned to make a tradeoff between conflicting quality factors. By increasing the cost of a via vertex, for instance, more wires will be routed in a vertical layer, thereby obviating as many vias as possible (see Figs. 7-9 ).
The task of the global router is to find the minimumcost path connecting all terminal vertices in G i ( Vi, E i ) . For arbitrary numbers of terminals this is an NP-hard Steiner tree problem. We used a modified version of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to find a path between the terminals. It produces acceptable results and never generates a cycle. The worst-case complexity of the algorithm is O ( n 2 ) in which n is the number of vertices in V;.
Detailed Routing
During the detailed routing phase the actual layout will be generated, based on the topological path in the wire interval graph. First trunks are identified. In our context a trunk is a set of connected vertices in the same layer and on the same side to which the path of the net belongs. We define a crossing to be a wire segment which crosses the channel in a vertical layer. A quite straightforward sequence of steps to perform the detailed routing is shown below. 
4)
Crossing placement: The position of a vertical wire crossing the channel is determined according to the (local) contour heights on each side of the channel. Again the position of the other connections is taken into account.
Wire generation in vertical layers:
Once the crossings and the vias have been placed they can be connected by a horizontal wire. In each trunk this wire is wrapped as close as possible around the contour. Some useless wire bends can be prevented by filtering the contour envelope.
Layer conversion of terminals in horizontal layers:
In the following step a wire in a horizontal layer will be generated. Since there are no territories in a horizontal layer this wire could cover some unrouted terminals in the layer. Routability is maintained by diverting the threatened terminals to an adjacent vertical layer. The diversion is performed by generating a via which "shifts" the terminal into the layer of its territory. Wire generation in horizontal layers: As in the vertical layer a horizontal wire is generated which spans all the terminals and vias of a trunk. The wire is bent at minimum spacing around the contour to minimize the channel height. Useless wire jogs will be removed by a wire-straightening post-processor.
Contour update:
The contours generated in the previous steps cover the new wires of each trunk exactly. These new contours will be merged with the existing contours. Weight factor adjustment: For performance reasons the wire interval graph GI is derived from a "master interval graph" G. The critical path in each layer is found by comparing the contours on the bottom and top. The weight of the edges in G which correspond more or less with the critical path is increased.
VI. SCHEDULER Ordering Constraints graph that has traditionally been associated with channel routing is the vertical constraint graph (VCG). It captures the wire ordering constraints of the nets. Each vertex of the VCG represents a net.
A directed edge from vertex a to vertex b indicates that a horizontal wire segment of net a must be placed above a segment of net b. A vertical constraint edge originates from a pair of "facing" terminals on opposite sides of the channel. If their x-positions overlap, the wire which connects to the terminal on the top must be placed above the wire which connects to the bottom terminal. In grid-based routers the facing terminals share the same column.
The main routing problem which can be derived from the VCG is the cyclic vertical constraint (Fig. 10) . The cycle in the VGC can be broken by splitting a net into a number of subnets. The subnets are connected to one another by a dogleg pair of vias (Fig. 11) . The majority of channel routers must apply separate cycle detectors and removers since their search space for a wire realization does not include doglegs. In our algorithm the interval graph GI contains all possible realizations of net i, including numerous detours and doglegs. A special constraint breaker, therefore, is not required.
To detect vertical constraints a reserved-layer model is applied. If no horizontal wire segments are allowed in vertical layers however, all "facing" terminals of which the x-coordinates overlap will introduce a vertical constraint. Solving the numerous constraints on a higher symbolic level is very cumbersome. A VCG-based scheduling also lacks accuracy to find the best way of breaking a vertical constraint loop. In the algorithm presented here the constraint problem is shifted towards the contour framework which is closer to the silicon. On this level the majority of the constraints can be solved easily and efficiently by wire jogging. Better use of the available wiring resources in all layers can be achieved in this way.
Net Ordering Algorithm
The main task of the scheduler is to determine the order in which the nets will be presented to the net router. As discussed in the previous section the vertical constraint graph cannot be used for this purpose since it does not properly represent the ability to jog wires in a vertical layer. In our framework there are usually only a few nets which cannot be routed immediately due to the large search space in GI. In the example of Fig. 10 , for instance, all nets can be routed at once. Some of the nets, however, contain detours or doglegs. Their routing could be postponed to allow the more efficient nets to be routed first. There is a fair chance that by removing territories better paths become available. To capture the efficiency of a net i we derive a "quality value" from its path in the graph Gi. The length of the detours and the relative amount of vias per terminal could be used to compose this value. Fig. 12(a) shows an example of the initial quality values for the nets in the channel of Fig. 10 . In this channel net 10 should be routed first since it is the only net that does not require a dogleg or a detour. Therefore, it has the highest quality value. Due to the routing of this net the quality values of nets 8 and 9 improve (Fig. 12(b) ). A straightforward algorithm for net scheduling would be to select each time the net with the best quality value. The final result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 13 .
Determining the quality of a single net i is rather "expensive" because it requires the construction of a wire interval graph G, and a global routing. A total of $ n (rz + 1 ) of these calculations are required since the quality of all unrouted nets will have to be redetermined after each routing. To reduce the CPU-time consumption we apply a more "greedy" scheduling algorithm. Instead of deriving an accurate quality value from the path in GI a rough estimate of the quality is used, based on the following criteria.
The "single-side'' criterion. All terminals of singleside nets are either at the bottom or at the top side of the channel. Therefore, the path of these nets does not have to cross the channel. Single-side nets are more likely to have a high quality value since they can always be routed without detours and doglegs, provided there is no overlap of territories. Moreover, routing these nets removes territories without introducing new obstacles. In this way the number of possible sources of constraints decreases and, with that, the wiring freedom increases.
A user-specified ordering of the net. In this way a global wire ordering (see [IO] ) can be specified to prevent unnecessary wire twisting in adjacent channels.
Additional heuristics such as the number of terminals of a net. 1 2 2 4 5 8 1 0 9 9 6 7 3 n n n n n n n n n n n n u u u u u u u u u u u u The nets will be presented to the net router in this order. We will now distinguish two cases in which the net router does not perform detailed routing.
1) Hard Constraint:
The net cannot be routed because there is no path in GI which connects all terminals of i. Fig. 13 . Routing produced by this algorithm. By jogging in the vertical layer most vertical constraints can be solved without using vias.
2) So@ Consrraint: The implementation of the path the net i does not come up with a certain value for the quality. This "quality standard" is initially such that only nets without detours and doglegs are routed.
Due to the net ordering a successful routing is more likely to occur. If the routing of a net fails, due to a constraint, the next net in order will be routed. We apply a simple heuristic to determine the time to retry the routing of a rejected net. As soon as a terminal adjacent to a terminal of the rejected net is successfully routed the rejected net will be reattempted. The routing of an adjacent terminal has removed a territory which may have created the space for a better path for the rejected net. The process continues until all nets are routed or all remaining (unrouted) nets have a constraint. In the latter case the quality standards for soft constraints must be temporarily lowered to enlarge the search space in G,. Although the worst-case complexity of this greedy algorithm is still O ( n 2 ) the behavior for most practical channels is much better.
Both algorithms discussed above usually achieve 100 % completion. For the majority of channels (including the ''difficult example") even doglegs are not required. Only in a few cases do all remaining unrouted nets have a hard constraint. If the hard constraints are not caused by terminal spacing violations, the channel must be made longer in the x-direction. In this very rare case the problem is caused by the absence of edges in GI to cross the channel. By enlarging the channel it is always possible to create vertical crossing edges in G,. The only other (and more likely) source of hard constraints are spacing violations between territories. This problem can be solved by shifting terminals apart (see Section VII-7.1).
VII. EXTENSIONS
I. Overlapping Territories
In order to ensure 100% completion, it is required that the spacing between two adjacent territories is at least SP,. All terminals can be connected to a horizontal layer in this way. This results in an additional spacing constraint beiween terminals which have territories in the same layer. In many cases 100% completion can be achieved even if the spacing between some territories is smaller. This is usually not possible if there are arrays of overlapping territories. Our solution is to remove all wires from the channel if some nets are unroutable due to a territory spacing violation. Prior to the second attempt to route the channel the overlapping territories will be shifted apart to fulfill the spacing constraint. A fan-out wire pattern connects each original terminal to its new territory (see Fig. 14) . The territories can be shifted such that the height of the required fan-out pattern is minimal. Obviously the sum of the widths of the territories must be smaller than the length of the channel, otherwise the channel length must be increased.
Terminals on Vertical Channel Boundaries
It can be useful to allow terminals on the vertical edges of horizontal channel boundaries. In our macro-cell router [9] we observed that the congestion at the critical channel intersections can be reduced by placing terminals on vertical edges (see Fig. 15 ). Until now vertical terminals 0 7 fixed boundaries have been the exclusive territory of (gridbased) switch-box routers. Approaches with switch-box routing areas at channel junctions have been published (e.g., [19] ). Within limits it is also possible to use a (variable wire width) channel router for this purpose. A preprocessor can be implemented to convert vertical terminals into horizontal ones with nonoverlapping territories. A wiring pattern similar to the previously mentioned fan-out pattern is required. The maximum number of vertical terminals on an edge is limited by the nearest obstacle on the channel boundary.
Wire Straightening
Each wire is wrapped tightly around the existing contour to obtain the smallest contour height. This process of "greedy" compaction introduces many useless wire bends. By removing the jogs a considerable reduction in wire length and memory usage can be achieved.
Our wire straightening algorithm uses two contours which mark the upper and lower limits of the area within which a wire can be reshaped. These contours traverse through the pile of wires in reverse order as the wires were routed. Each time the wire is stretched between the contours such that it contains the fewest number of bends. Special care has to be taken while shifting a via since it connects to another layer. The "shiftability" of each via is determined by scanning the contours in the adjacent layer. During the wire straightening process it is also possible to reduce the length of wires in critical layers such as polysilicon. Vias can be shifted such that the wire length in these layers is minimized.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A VHV-type version of the algorithm has been implemented in C under the UNIX operating system. The program is integrated in our macro-cell routing system [9] and in a number of layout assembly tools of commercial partners. A considerable number of large real-life chips in various processes have been routed by the program. The weight factors of the algorithm were tuned such that a tradeoff between the number of vias and the channel height was achieved. No emphasis was put on reducing the wire length in certain layers. The quality measure for soft constraints was set such that all nets with doglegs are rejected.
Although the main strength of the algorithm is gridless variable width routing, it also produces very competitive results for "traditional" two-layer gridded channels. Table I shows the results of our routing of "Deutsch's Difficult Example" [6] compared to a number of well-known routers. The design rules of [5] were used for all results in this table.
The channel height of this gridless router depends very much on the terminal pitch. With a 2.0 terminal pitch the territories overlap and a massive fan-out pattern is required. The minimum pitch to prevent overlapping territories is 3. In general the results will improve with increasing terminal pitch because better paths come available. This effect is illustrated in Table 11 .
Recently two new "more difficult examples" were suggested by the author of the original problem [7] . They are derived from the original channel by shifting the top half of the channel either half a terminal pitch to the left or to the right. In this way the number of vertical constraints increases considerably. To our knowledge no results for these "more difficult examples" have been published up to now. Tables 11, 111 , and Fig. 16 show our results for these channels. We also routed the benchmark circuits used at the 1988 MCNC workshop on placement and routing with this channel router. Although the results depend very much on the placement of the blocks, the channel router contrib- uted considerably to the good results (see Table 111 ). Fig.  17 shows a plot of the AM133 benchmark circuit. In Table IV the results of a number of channels are shown. The channels marked 6) were obtained from a large real-life chip which was processed in a double-metal 1.6-pm CMOS process. They have rugged channel boundaries and variable-width wires for power and clock wires. A few "fan-out'' wire patterns were required in most of them to separate territories or to route overlapping terminals. Fig. 18 shows one of these channels. As can be derived from Table I11 the CPU-time consumption depends very much on the complexity of the problem. If many obstacles are present the number of failed attempts to route a net will increase due to hard and soft constraints. The execution time also depends on the number of events (contour-bends) present in the channel. The contour bends are caused by terminals. We used a number of test channels to measure the CPU-time consumption under controllable conditions. The channels were generated using a random generator such that they only differ in the number of terminals and as little as possible in other properties. The boundaries of the channels are packed with terminals at minimum spacing. No significant differences were detected between channels with 2, 3, or 4 terminals per net. Fig. 19 shows the results of the tests.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
An n-layer gridless variable-width channel router has been presented which can take advantage of different design rules in each layer. The contour-based routing framework has proven to be very effective and robust. Due to this framework vertical constraints can be avoided by jogging in a vertical layer. This gives the router some of the characteristics of a river router. Its immunity to vertical constraints makes the algorithm especially useful for complex channels with terminals at nonaligned positions.
One of the major characteristics of the algorithm is that only very few constraints are imposed on the channel. Terminals are allowed at any position and in any layer on the (rugged) channel boundary. The wire width of each net can be specified. Weight parameters enable a tradeoff between the number of vias, the wire length in each layer and the channel height. Very competitive results have been achieved for various types of channels.
